
The 2004 ICSI-SRI-UW Meeting ReognitionSystemChuk Wooters1, Nikki Mirghafori1, Andreas Stolke1;2, Tuomo Pirinen1;5,Ivan Bulyko3, Dave Gelbart1;4, Martin Graiarena2, Sott Otterson3,Barbara Peskin1, and Mari Ostendorf31 International Computer Siene Institute, Berkeley, California, USA2 SRI International, Menlo Park, California, USA3 University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA4 University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, USA5 Tampere University of Tehnology, Tampere, Finlandfwooters,nikki,stolkeg�isi.berkeley.eduAbstrat. The paper desribes our system devised for reognizing speehin meetings, whih was an entry in the NIST Spring 2004 Meeting Reog-nition Evaluation. This system was developed as a ollaborative e�ortbetween ICSI, SRI, and UW and was based on SRI's 5xRT Conversa-tional Telephone Speeh (CTS) reognizer. The CTS system was adaptedto the Meetings domain by adapting the CTS aousti and languagemodels to the Meeting domain, adding noise redution and delay-sumarray proessing for far-�eld reognition, and adding postproessing forross-talk suppression for lose-talking mirophones. A modi�ed MAPadaptation proedure was developed to make best use of disriminativelytrained (MMIE) prior models. These meeting-spei� hanges yielded anoverall 9% and 22% relative improvement as ompared to the originalCTS system, and 16% and 29% relative improvement as ompared to our2002 Meeting Evaluation system, for the individual-headset and multiple-distant mirophones onditions, respetively.1 IntrodutionReognizing speeh in meetings provides numerous interesting hallenges for theresearh ommunity, ranging from teasing apart and reognizing highly intera-tive and often overlapping speeh to providing robustness to distant mirophonesreording multiple talkers. Data olleted from meeting rooms provide an idealtestbed for suh work, supporting researh in robust speeh reognition, speakersegmentation and traking, disourse modeling, spoken language understanding,and more.In reognition of this, NIST began its Meeting Room projet [1℄, hosting aworkshop in Fall 2001 to share information on resoures and plans with otherinvolved parties (inluding data providers CMU, ICSI, and LDC) and sponsoringits �rst Meeting Reognition evaluation in spring 2002 as part of the Rih Tran-sription evaluation series (RT-02) [2℄. At that time, meeting room resoures



were extremely limited (as was partiipation in the eval!) and so the evaluationwas essentially an exerise simply in benhmarking systems trained for other do-mains, suh as onversational telephone speeh and broadast news. Our workon this task, as well as related meetings researh from that period, is reportedin [9℄.The next Meeting Reognition evaluation, RT-04S, was held in Marh 2004.In the intervening two years, there has been an explosion of interest in theMeetings domain, with a number of new projets fousing on the Meeting Roomtask and substantial amounts of meeting room data beoming available.The 75-meeting ICSI Meeting Corpus [6℄ was released by the LDC at thestart of 2004 and several other olletions, suh as data reorded by CMU [14℄and by NIST itself, are being readied for publi release. It has thus beomepossible to ondut true Meetings-entri researh, fousing development on thepartiular problems presented by the Meetings task, suh as the aoustis oftabletop mirophones and the speialized but varying topial ontent.In Marh 2004 NIST onduted an evaluation of speeh reognition systemsfor meetings (RT-04S), following on its initial Meetings evaluation two years prior(RT-02) [2℄. Our team had partiipated in RT-02 with an only slightly modi�edCTS reognition system, providing little more than a baseline for future work.For RT-04 our goal was to assemble a system spei�ally for meeting reognition,although the limited amounts of meeting-spei� training data ditated thatsuh a system would still be substantially based on our CTS system. This paperdesribes and evaluates the design deisions made in the proess.The evaluation task and data are desribed in Setion 2. Setion 3 inludesthe system desription, followed by results and disussion in Setion 4. Conlu-sions and future work are presented in Setion 5.2 Task and Data2.1 Test DataEvaluation Data The RT-04S evaluation data onsisted of two 1-hour meet-ings from eah of the reording sites CMU, ICSI, LDC, and NIST. Systems wererequired to reognize a spei� 11-minute segment from eah meeting; however,data from the entire meeting was allowed for purposes of adaptation, et. Sepa-rate evaluations were onduted in three onditions:MDM Multiple distant mirophones (primary)IHM Individual headset mirophones (required ontrast)SDM Single distant mirophone (optional)The CMU meetings ame with only one distant mi; for the other meetingsbetween 4 and 7 distant mis were available. The IHM systems were allowed touse all mis (distant or individual). For MDM and SDM onditions, NIST onlyevaluated regions of speeh with a single talker, thus eliminating overlappingspeeh. Unlike reent CTS evaluations, the Meetings evaluation inluded non-native speakers of English. Table 1 summarizes the di�erenes among the souresfor training and test data.



Table 1. RT-04 training and test data di�erenes per soure.ICSI CMU LDC NISTEvaluation DataNum distant mis 6 1 4 7Development DataIndividual mis Head Lapel Lapel HeadTraining DataTotal available 74 hrs 11 hrs None 14 hrs% Failed alignment 0.1% 10% N/A 0.1%Reording Head+ Lapel N/A Head+Condition Distant only DistantDevelopment Data The RT-02 evaluation data (another 8 meetings from thesame soures) served as the development test set for RT-04. However, this setwas somewhat mismathed to the RT-04 evaluation data in that CMU and LDCused lapel6 instead of head-mounted mirophones. An additional 5 meetings (2ICSI, 2 CMU, 1 LDC) were available from the RT-02 devtest set.2.2 Training DataTraining data was available from CMU (17 meetings, 11 hours of speeh aftersegmentation), ICSI (73 meetings, 74 hours), and NIST (15 meetings, 14 hours).No data from LDC was available. The CMU data was problemati in that onlylapel and no distant mirophone reordings were available.We exluded any data whih failed to fore-align with the released transrip-tions. This eliminated 0.1% of the data from eah of ICSI and NIST, and 11%from CMU. For aousti training of the distant mi systems, we also exludedregions with overlapped speeh, based on fored alignments of the individual misignals.3 System DesriptionIn this setion we desribe our meeting reognition system. Our system wasbased on a fast (5 times real-time) version of SRI's CTS reognizer. Figure 1shows the key aspets of the system and highlights the adaptations we made tothe baseline CTS system.The top setion of the diagram (denoted by \Training") shows meeting spe-i� adaptations performed in the training phase of the system. Spei�ally, theCTS aousti and language models were adapted with meeting-related aoustiand textual data to reate better mathed models. These adaptations are dis-ussed in Setions 3.2 and 3.3, respetively. The bottom portion of the diagram6 Throughout the text, individual mi subsumes both individual lapel and individualhead-set mi onditions.
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Fig. 1. The overall system arhiteture.(denoted by \Reognition") shows modi�ations to the reognition proessing ofthe baseline CTS, namely, the addition of pre- and post-proessing steps. Thepre-proessing steps of signal proessing, segmentation, and array proessing aredisussed in Setions 3.1, 3.1, and 3.1, respetively. The post-proessing step isdisussed in Setion 3.5.3.1 Signal Proessing and SegmentationNoise Redution of the Far-Field Mirophone Signals The distant misignals are �ltered using a bath version of the noise redution algorithm de-veloped for the Aurora 2 front-end proposed by ICSI, OGI, and Qualomm [3℄.The algorithm performs Wiener �ltering with typial engineering modi�ations,suh as a noise over-estimation fator, smoothing of the �lter response, and aspetral oor. We modi�ed the algorithm to use a single noise spetral estimatefor eah meeting waveform. This was alulated over all the frames judged tobe nonspeeh by the voie-ativity detetion omponent of the Qualomm-ICSI-OGI front end. We applied it independently for eah meeting waveform and usedoverlap-add resynthesis to reate noise-redued output waveforms, whih thenserved as the basis of all further proessing.



Segmentation To identify regions of speeh ativity and segment them intosuitable hunks for further proessing, a reognizer with two phones (speeh andnonspeeh) was used to deode the signal. The phone models impose minimumduration onstraints and the language model (LM) penalizes swithes betweenthe two models. The resulting segments were postproessed to satisfy lengthonstraints, and to pad speeh boundaries with a few frames of nonspeeh. Fordistant mis, the algorithm performs aousti lustering to keep di�erent speak-ers in separate segments, and to group same or similar speakers into lusters thatan subsequently be used for feature normalization and aousti adaptation.For the headset mis ondition, the segmentation models were trained onICSI and NIST headset mis training data, using fored alignments against thereferenes. For the distant mi onditions, two sets of models were trained: ICSIand NIST data were used to train models for those two soures; the RT-02devtest data (whih inluded some CMU and LDC far-�eld data) were used totrain models for segmenting the CMU and LDC meetings.Multiple Distant Mirophone Array Proessing For MDM proessing,segmentation was performed on a single, entral mi. Array proessing was thenperformed separately on eah speeh region of the noise-redued signals aord-ing to the ommon segmentation. The waveform segments from the various dis-tant mirophones were aligned to ompensate for time skew and sound traveldelays. Finally the aligned signals were summed to yield a single new segmentedwaveform.The rationale behind this proessing is that speeh will be summed in-phaseand ampli�ed, whereas noise omponents are summed out of phase and willbe dampened. Delays for time alignment were estimated using maximal ross-orrelation, in whih the entral mi hannel was used as the referene. Sine themirophone and speaker loations were unknown, the same searh interval wasused for all mirophone pairs at a given site; an eduated guess as to the possibledelay ranges was made based on available doumentation of the reording roomon�gurations. Note that the method assumes that eah waveform segment on-tains only one speaker and thus that the alignment delays would not vary withina segment (hene the segmentation step had to preede the array proessing).3.2 Aousti Modeling and AdaptationGender-dependent reognition models were derived from CTS models trainedon 420 hours of telephone speeh from the Swithboard and CallHome Englisholletions. The MFCC models used 12 epstral oeÆients, energy, 1st, 2ndand 3rd order di�erene features, as well as 2x5 voiing features over a 5-framewindow [5℄. The 62-omponent raw feature vetor was redued to 39 dimensionsusing heterosedasti linear disriminant analysis [8℄. PLP models used a similaron�guration, exept that no voiing features were inluded and a two-stagetransform, onsisting of standard LDA followed by a diagonalizing transform[12℄ were used to map the feature spae from 52 to 39 dimensions. Also, thePLP models were trained with feature-spae speaker adaptive training [7℄.



The CTS models were adapted to the meeting domain using ICSI and NISTtraining data (the CMU meetings were deemed to be mismathed to the evaldata, as disussed in Setion 2.2). Sine the prior models had been trained withthe maximum mutual information riterion (MMIE) [11℄ we developed a versionof the standard maximum a-posteriori (MAP) adaptation algorithm that pre-serves the models' disriminative properties. CTS MMIE models were used toollet numerator and denominator ounts on the meeting data (downsampledto 8kHz). These ounts were ombined with CTS numerator and denominatorounts, respetively. Finally, new Gaussian parameters were estimated from theombined ounts (mixture weights and HMM parameters were left unhangedin the proess).Experiments showed that an adaptation weight near 20 for the numerator and5 for the denominator was optimal. Furthermore, as reported in Setion 4, mostof the improvement an be ahieved by only adapting the numerator ounts; thisould be onvenient for some appliations sine denominator training requireslatties to be generated for the adaptation data.Feature Mapping We also experimented with the probabilisti optimum �l-tering (POF) [10℄ approah to ope with the mismath between far-�eld signalsand our CTS-based reognition models. In this approah a probabilisti mappingof noisy (distant mi) to lean (headset mi) features is trained based on stereoreordings. However, the method is ompliated by time skew between hannels,hanging speakers, and loation-spei� bakground noise. We obtained an errorredution with a feature mapping trained on test data, but were not able toobtain an improvement when using only training data, and therefore did notinlude this method in our �nal system.3.3 Language Model and VoabularyOur CTS language model is a mixture LM with 4M words of Swithboard-1and 2, and 150M words of Broadast News, and it inludes 191M words of webdata hosen for style and ontent [4℄. It was adapted for meeting reognitionby adding two meeting-spei� mixture omponents: Meetings transripts fromICSI, CMU, and NIST (1.7M words), and newly olleted web data (150Mwords)related to the topis disussed in the meetings and also aimed at overing newvoabulary items. Also, 5.3M words from the CTS Fisher olletion were addedfor overage of urrent topis. The mixture was adapted by minimizing perplexityon a held-out set onsisting of approximately equal amounts of transripts fromthe four soures. We also experimented with soure-spei� LMs, but found thatthe available tuning data was insuÆient to estimate soure-spei� mixtureweights robustly.Figure 2 show the language model perplexities for di�erent soures. We seethat the lowest perplexities are those of the ICSI data. This might be beause thedisussion topis are onsistent throughout these reording sessions and there isa relatively small set of ommon speakers. Additionally, we observe that the ICSI



Fig. 2. The language model perplexities for di�erent soures.subset bene�ts the most redution in perplexity from the addition of meetings-spei� data, given the reasonable explanation that the majority of the meetingstext data omes from this soure. The perplexities of the CMU set are thehighest. Also, the CMU subset bene�ts the most from the addition of web dataand the least (degrades slightly, in fat) from the addition of meetings data.These trends are probably due to the wide range and variety of topis disussedin the CMU meetings.The voabulary was extended (relative to the baseline CTS system) to inludeall non-singleton words from Fisher and Meetings transripts. The voabularysize was lose to 50,000, and yielded a 0.9% out-of-voabulary rate on the de-velopment test transripts. The pronuniation ditionary was inherited from theCTS system and was based on the CMU ditionary, with added phones for �lledpauses and laughter.3.4 DeodingThe reognition searh was strutured as in the SRI \fast" (5xRT) CTS system.Within-word MFCC models were adapted with phone-loop MLLR and used togenerate bigram latties. The latties were then resored with a 4-gram LM andonsensus-deoded to obtain preliminary hypotheses. These were then used toestimate speaker-adaptive feature transforms and MLLR model transforms forthe ross-word PLP models, whih were employed to generate 2000-best listsfrom trigram-expanded latties. The N-best lists were then resored with a 4-gram LM, pronuniation, pause, and duration models [13℄, and ombined into�nal onfusion networks, from whih 1-best hypotheses and on�dene valueswere extrated.



Table 2. Improvement of the new baseline CTS system as ompared to the systemused in the RT-02 evaluation, reported on RT-02 eval set.All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisRT-02 System 36.0 25.9 47.9 36.8 35.2RT-04 CTS Base 32.8 24.0 44.3 33.2 31.5Single Distant MiRT-02 System 61.6 53.6 64.5 69.7 61.6RT-04 CTS Base 56.6 48.8 61.9 60.5 60.33.5 Cross-Talk SuppressionThe deoded word hypotheses from the IHM system were postproessed in anattempt to eliminate ross-talk.We assumed that when ross-talk was suÆientlyloud, reognized words with low on�dene would be produed, and that mostspeeh was not overlapped. Therefore, we time-aligned the words on all hannels,and deleted those words whih had on�dene sore below a given threshold, andoverlapped, by at least 50%, with a word on another hannel.4 Results and Disussion4.1 Improvements to the Baseline SystemSine both the old RT-02 system and this year's baseline system were developedfor the CTS domain, we were interested to see how muh of the improvementsmade on the CTS reognition task would arry over to the Meeting task. UsingRT-02 system omponents omparable to the urrent 5xRT system, the WERon the 2002 CTS task redued from 29.4% to 23.6%, a 20% relative redution.As shown in Table 2, the same system ahieved relative improvements of 8%and 9% on the RT-02 meeting evaluation data, in the individual and distant mionditions, respetively.In the following setions, we report results on the oÆial RT-04S develop-ment test, whose referenes di�ered somewhat from the RT-02 evaluation set. Wepresent experiments in umulative fashion, so that eah improvement is the base-line for the following experiment. To be onsistent with RT-02, unless otherwisenoted, individual mi reognition uses referene segmentations, while distant miexperiments use automati segmentation, plus noise �ltering.4.2 Language Model AdaptationFirst we examine the e�et of LM adaptation (see Setion 3.3), shown in Table 3.The improvement is roughly 5% overall and appears to be more substantial forICSI and NIST, and less so for CMU and LDC data. Besides the lak of trainingdata for LDC meetings, the observed di�erene ould be due to the onsisteny



Table 3. E�et of language model adaptation on RT-04 devtest data.All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisBaseline 33.3 23.5 44.6 34.2 32.0Adapted LM 31.5 20.9 43.6 33.7 28.5Single Distant MiBaseline 56.2 45.9 61.0 63.7 59.9Adapted LM 53.6 43.0 60.8 62.9 52.3Table 4. E�et of di�erent aousti adaptation algorithms on the IHM ondition (RT-04 dev). The soure of the adaptation data is mathed to the test data (exept forLDC, where ICSI data was used in adaptation).All ICSI CMU LDC NISTUnadapted 31.5 20.9 43.6 33.7 28.5MLE-MAP 30.4 18.4 42.8 33.2 28.0NUM-MAP 30.0 18.3 42.0 33.0 27.3MMIE-MAP 29.8 17.9 41.4 32.9 27.6of meeting topis in the ICSI and NIST data, and their relative variability inthe CMU meetings.4.3 Aousti Model AdaptationNext we tested the MMIE-MAP aousti adaptation approah desribed in Se-tion 3.2. Table 4 shows small, yet onsistent, improvements over the standardMLE-MAP approah. MMIE adaptation was e�etive even if only the numeratorounts were updated (\NUM-MAP").For the IHM ondition, models were adapted on training data reorded withhead-mounted mirophones; for the MDM and SDM onditions, training datareorded with distant mirophones were used. For the latter onditions, experi-ments showed that adapting models to dupliate versions of the data from dif-ferent mirophones dereased the WER by 35-63% more than when models wereadapted to data from the entral mirophone only.Table 5 shows the improvement of adapted versus unadapted models. Aous-ti adaptation provided an impressive improvement of 12.5% for the SDM ondi-tion (12.6% for delay-summed MDM) and 5.3% for the individual mi ondition.For the distant mi onditions, ombining the ICSI and NIST data for adapta-tion proved to be more e�etive than soure-mathed adaptation. Also for thedistant mi ondition, the best results for CMU were produed by using ICSI-only adapted models. Aousti adaptation was most e�etive for ICSI data. Onereason is surely that ICSI was the soure with by far the most adaptation data.



Table 5. E�et of aousti adaptation on RT-04 devset. \SM Adapted" means soure-mathed: the soure of the adaptation data is mathed to the test.\I+N adapted" meansadapted to ICSI+NIST training data. +: there was no training data for LDC, so ICSIdata was used. *: reognition on CMU was best with models adapted to ICSI-only, andSDM and MDM results are idential sine only 1 mirophone was available. Sine theCMU and LDC dev data were mismathed to the eval data for IHM (lapel vs. headset),they were given less onsideration in making the overall design deisions.All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisHeadset Lapel Lapel HeadsetUnadapted 31.5 20.9 43.6 33.7 28.5SM Adapted 29.8 17.9 41.4 32.9+ 27.6I+N Adapted 30.3 17.4 43.0 34.0 27.5Single Distant MiUnadapted 53.6 43.0 60.8 62.9 52.3SM Adapted 48.5 35.5 60.6 56.0 49.0I+N Adapted 46.9 34.3 59.0* 54.3 46.9Multiple Distant Mis (Delay-Summed)Unadapted 50.1 35.2 60.7 61.5 49.9I+N Adapted 43.8 28.4 59.0* 52.3 44.0Another likely reason is that ICSI meetings are dominated by speakers that reurthroughout the entire orpus, inluding in the test sets.4.4 Array ProessingThe aousti front-end proessing of delay-summing the test signal (as disussedin Setion 3.1) produed a further improvement of 6.6%. The delay-summingtehnique was also most e�etive for ICSI data, possibly beause we had moreinformation about ICSI's meeting room on�guration than for the other soures.Delay-summing the adaptation data proved to be not as e�etive as using aous-ti models that were adapted to multiple versions of the signal from all miro-phones (by 5% relative). This may be beause in the latter ase hannel vari-ability is better represented in the adaptation data.4.5 SegmentationTable 6 showsWERs with di�erent segmentations. For individual mis, the auto-mati segmentation inreases the WER signi�antly ompared to using referenesegmentations. Researh on speaker diarization tehniques ould be a solutionin reognizing ross-talk and produing a better segmentation.4.6 Cross-Talk SupressionThe ross-talk suppression tehnique desribed in Setion 3.5 led to a 2% WERredution (see Table 7). The improvement was largest for the lapel reordings



All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisRef seg 30.3 17.4 43.0 34.0 27.5Auto seg 36.8 20.8 51.1 45.7 29.8Multiple Distant Mis (Delay-Summed)Ref seg (TC) 42.9 25.8 58.2 53.2 43.6Ref seg (AC) 44.1 27.8 56.9 55.9 43.8Auto seg 43.8 28.4 59.1 52.3 44.0Table 6. The table shows WERs with di�erent segmentations. TC stands for TrueClustering, and AC for Automati Clustering.All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisAuto seg 36.8 20.8 51.1 45.7 29.8Auto+Postpro 36.1 20.5 50.2 43.8 30.1Table 7. The table shows the e�et of ross-talk removal postproessing on WER.Table 8. Results on the RT-04 evaluation set. \H" marks headset, \L" lapel mionditions. All ICSI CMU LDC NISTIndividual MisDev IHM 36.1 20.5 50.2 L 43.8 L 30.1RT-04s IHM 34.8 24.2 40.3 H 44.7 H 27.1Distant MisDev MDM 43.8 28.4 59.1 52.3 44.0RT-04s MDM 46.7 27.6 56.4 51.2 41.5RT-04s SDM 50.7 34.6 56.4 52.2 56.2(CMU and LDC); postproessing was not done for NIST meetings, whih seemedto have very little ross-talk.4.7 2004 Evaluations ResultsFinally, Table 8 shows the results on the RT-04 evaluation set, whih turned outremarkably similar to the devtest overall. The CMU individual mi reognitionis muh improved, presumably as a result of the swith to headset mis, thoughthis doesn't seem to be true for LDC. Note that, for the MDM ondition, eventhough the per-soure WERs are all lower, the overall WER is not, due to thefat that the more diÆult soures (CMU and LDC) ontribute a larger portionof the test set.



Table 9. Results with full reognition system on RT-04 evaluation set.System MDM IHM CTS5xRT 46.7 34.8 24.1Full 44.5 32.7 22.24.8 The \Fast" vs. the \Full" SystemAfter having developed and tuned the system based on our 5xRT reognitionarhiteture, we ported our urrent full (20xRT) CTS evaluation system to theMeeting domain. The full system adds a seond deoding path using within-wordPLP and ross-wordMFCCmodels, lattie regeneration and model readaptation,and a �nal system ombination of three di�erent aousti models. Table 9 showsoverall results for IHM, MDM, and, for referene, 2003 CTS reognition. We seealmost idential absolute error redutions on the three test sets, although therelative improvement is somewhat smaller on Meetings (around 5%, omparedto 8% for CTS).5 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have shown how a ombination of model adaptation, pre- and post-proessingtehniques an be e�etive in retargeting a onversational telephone speeh re-ognizer to the meeting reognition task. The severe aousti mismath for distantmirophones espeially was alleviated by a ombination of disriminative modeladaptation and signal enhanement through noise �ltering and array proessing.Combined with LM adaptation, we ahieved relative improvements of 9% and22%, respetively, for individual and distant mi onditions. The system gaveexellent results in the Spring 2004 NIST evaluation.Still, many hallenges remain. Automati speeh segmentation remains aproblem, leading to signi�ant degradation ompared to a manual segmentation,whih we hope to remedy with the use of novel aousti features. Meetingsalso provide fertile ground for future work in areas suh as aousti robustness,speaker-dependent modeling, and language and dialog modeling.6 AknowledgmentsThis work was partly supported by the European Union 6th FWP IST IntegratedProjet AMI (Augmented Multi-party Interation, FP6-506811, publiation AMI-15),and by the Swiss National Siene Foundation (through NCCR's IM2 projet). We alsothank Ramana Gadde, Jing Zheng, and Wen Wang at SRI for advie and assistane.Referenes1. http://www.nist.gov/speeh/test beds/mr proj/
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